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Abstract 

Recently, the sparse representation based visual tracking is very popular, which is 

robust to occlusion and noise, but not satisfactory in the scenarios of fast motion and 

blur. In order to solve this problem, a new tracking method based on kernel sparse 

representation is proposed. In this method, each candidate is represented by kernel 

sparse representation, then the computed reconstruction error is used to obtain the 

observation probability, and at last the candidate with the maximal observation 

probability is determined as the target. Aspect to the solving of kernel sparse 

representation, the accelerated proximal gradient (APG) is adopted. Experiments on 

several representative image sequences shows that the proposed tracking method 

performs better than the sparse representation based visual tracking method in the fast 

motion and blur scenarios. 
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1. Introduction 

Visual tracking is a hot topic in computer vision and has lots of applications such as 

intelligence surveillance, vehicle navigation, advanced human-computer interaction. But 

due to the impact of factors of the change of pose, shape, illumination and viewpoint, 

cluttered background, noise, occlusion, and so forth, it is still a challenge to achieve 

robust target tracking. 

The visual tracking methods can be categorized as the generative and the 

discriminative. The generative methods regard the target tracking as a matching problem. 

For example, the Eigentracker[1], proposed by Black et al. and the mean shift tracker[2], 

proposed by Comaniciu, which have desired real-time performance, but lack the 

necessary updating of the object templates. IVT[3] proposed by Ross et al. which trained 

an low dimensional sub-domain incrementally to adapt to the change of object 

appearance. VTD [9] proposed by Kwon et al., which used multiple motion models and 

multiple appearance models to extend the traditional particle filter. The discriminative 

methods can be regarded as a classification problem for two classes, in which the positive 

and negative samples are needed to configure and update the classifier. There are some 

representative methods: Avidan et al. [4] proposed to track an object by using the SVM. 

Collins et al. [5] proposed to discriminate the object and background by selecting a group 

of features online. Grabner et al. [10] proposed the online semi-supervised boosting 

method to improve tracking performance and reduce drift. Babenko et al. [6] introduced 

the multi-instance learning into the visual tracking to avoid the label bias and reduce drift. 

Recently, sparse representation has received rapid development in various fields, 

including face recognition, background subtraction, texture segmentation, image 

classification, visual tracking and so on. In visual tracking, the target appearance changes 

over time, with different appearance pattern in different time, therefore the sparsity is 
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obvious and it is a natural way to use sparse coding to represent the object. Sparse 

representation related visual tracking algorithms have emerged. Mei et al. [11] firstly 

proposed the sparse representation based tracking algorithm, which was motivated by 

sparse representation based face recognition. Some work [7, 12-14] used sparse 

representation to generate feature vectors for further searching the target. Zhang et al. [15] 

proposed to solve the sparse representation of the target template with candidate samples 

as training samples smartly. Li et al. [17] proposed to use the compression sensing to 

extract feature and reducing feature dimensions to improve efficiency. Additionally, some 

work [16] focused on fusing sparse coding based feature representation and searching. 

Although the sparse representation based trackers perform well in many representative 

sequences, it isn’t satisfactory to track in the sequences with the fast motion of the object. 

Motion blur is caused by the exposure time and relative motion between the camera and 

object. Usually blur is modeled as a linear convolution of an image with a blurring kernel. 

To remove the effect of motion blur, it is necessary to estimate the blurring kernel. 

However the estimate of blurring kernel is a challenge in image processing, which is time 

consuming and complex, not suitable for visual tracking. Kernel technologies initially 

used in SVM, could change the distribution of samples and separate linearly inseparable 

samples linearly in implicit high dimensional Hilbert space. So in this paper, a sparse 

representation in Hilbert space by using the kernel trick is used for tracking the target. 

 

2. Problem Formulation 

In this section, we present the tracking framework and find the problem to be settled. 

 

2.1. Tracking Framework 

The basic flow of the sparse representation based tracking method is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and the procedures of the tracking system can be summarized as follows. 

Initially, the target location is given manually in the 1st frame, and several samples are 

cropped within 3 pixels around the target location and used as object templates. Then 

from the 2nd frame, the following two steps are alternately carried out continuously till the 

last frame. First, when the next frame comes, some samples are cropped as candidates 

within a searching radius of r  pixels centering at the old object location of last frame. 

And the observation probability is computed using the chosen observation model for each 

sample. Then the candidate with maximal observation probability is determined as the 

object of this frame. Second, the new object is used to update the object template set.  

 
Frame 1 Templates Frame t+1 Candidates

Tracking result

Update templates

Compute  observation 

probabilities 

 

Figure 1. The Tracking Framework 

 

2.2. Kernel Sparse Representation 

The previous procedures of visual tracking show that the observation model is critical 

to the success of the whole tracking system. In the sparse representation based visual 

tracking, each candidate is represented as the linear combination of object templates, and 

the reconstruction error is used as its observation probability. Similarly, in the proposed 
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method, each candidate is also represented as the linear combination of object templates. 

But it is needed that all the candidates and object templates firstly are mapped into a high 

dimensional space. Specifically, let 
1 2{ , ,..., }MT T T  denote the object template set, which 

is composed of M  object templates. Let x  denote a candidate with feature vector y . The 

corresponding mapped object templates set and candidates are denoted as 

1 2{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}MT T T T    and ( )y  respectively using the mapping function (.) . 

The mapped candidate ( )y  can be sparsely represented as the linear combination of the 

mapped object templates T  with sparse coefficient vector   as follows. 

                               
'

' '

1
arg min . . ( )s t y T


                                      (1) 

If the constraint condition in (1) is relaxed to tolerate error to some degree, then the sparse 

coefficient vector   can be gotten by solving the following object function. 

                                 
'

' '

2 1
min ( )y T


                                                (2) 

where   is the sparse parameter. The problem seems to be clear and simple. However, 

since the mapped object template set T  and the mapped candidate ( )y  is unknown and 

couldn’t obtained directly, the sparse coefficient vector   cannot be obtained by solving 

(2) directly. Fortunately, according to the theorem in [8](Yin et al. ), the sparse coefficient 

vector   can be obtained by modifying (2) as (3). 

                            
'

' '

2 1
min ( )T TT y T T


                                           (3) 

In (3), it is needed to compute ( )TT y  and
TT T , where 

        
1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ),..., ( ) ( )]T T T T T

MT y T y T y T y                            (4) 

and  
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Thus the inner product of two mapped samples 
1( )y  and 

2( )y  can be computed as 

1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( , )Ty y K y y    by choosing an appropriate kernel function (.,.)K  

Equation (3) can be extended further with the error item as follows:  

                             
'

'

' '

' '

2 1

min ( ) [ , ]T T

E

T y T T I
E E

 
 

 
 
  

   
    

   
                              (6) 

where I is the identity matrix and E is the corresponding sparse coefficient. By the added 

error item, the greater error is allowed. 

After the sparse coefficient   has been obtained, it can be used to compute the 

reconstruction error re  of the responding candidate. 

\                                       
2

( ) Tre y T                                                   (7) 

The reconstruction error can further be used to compute the observation probability of 

candidate x . 

                                  ( ) exp( )P o c re  y                                             (8) 

here o  and c  are the real object state and the normalization constant respectively. 
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2.3. APG for Problem Solving 

Equation (6) can be solved by APG (Accelerated Proximal Gradient) algorithm, which 

is composed of two continuously alternate steps. The first step is the proximal gradient 

descent and attenuation, and the second step is the aggregation between two iterations.  

The details are shown as follows. 

(1) Initialization: 
1 0 0 z x , 

1 1t  ; 

(2) Let
max2 ( )tL  A A ; 

(3) Do while loop till the convergence: 

1) 2 / ( ) / sgn( 2 / ( ))T T

k k k k kL y L L y


           
 

x z A A z z A A z ; 

2) 
2

1 (1 1 4 ) / 2k kt t    ; 

3) 
1 1 1( 1) / ( )k k k k k kt t      z x x x . 

where [ , ]TT T IA  and [ ] max(0, ) x x . 

 

2.4. Template Updating 

To reduce the tracking drift and improve tracking accuracy, it is necessary to update 

the templates with time. But how to update is difficult to answer. Here, a simple but 

effective method is used, in which the result of tracking is used to update the templates. 

Specifically, after the tracking result is obtained, the error ratio er  is computed as 

follows. 

1 1 1
/ ( )er E E                                                  (9) 

If the er  is not greater than a threshold , the result is used to update templates.  

 

3. Tracking Algorithm 
 

3.1. Feature Vector 

Before the sparse representation and observation probability of each candidate are 

computed, the feature vectors of object templates and candidates should be obtained. In 

this paper, the feature vector of an object template or a candidate is obtained by stacking 

the corresponding image columns to form a 1D vector. 

 

3.2. Details of Algorithm 

The details of the algorithm are given in what follows: 

(1) Initialization: The object location in the first frame, the object template 

set
1 2{ , ,..., }MT T T  and the kernel function (.,.)K . 

(2) From the 2nd frame, the following steps are alternately carried out continuously till 

the last frame. 

1) Crop N  samples 
1 2{ , ,..., }Nx x x  with feature vectors 

1 2{ , ,..., }Ny y y  as candidates 

within a searching radius r  pixels centering at the old object location of last frame. 

2) Calculate the sparse coefficient vector
i  for each sample 

ix  by solving (6). 

3) Compute the observation probability ( )iP oy  for each sample 
ix  using (7) and (8). 

4) Determine 
jx  s.t. arg max ( | )i

i
j P y o  as the object state of the current frame. 

5) The tracking result is used to update the template set as section 2.4.  
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4. Experiments 

In this section, the effectiveness of our tracking algorithm is evaluated by the following 

experiments. Since the proposed algorithm is developed to improve the performance of 

the sparse representation based tracking in the fast motion and blur scenarios, thus 

comparison is conducted between them. Three representative image sequences with fast 

motion of the object, which are Jumping, Deer and Lemming, are chosen. In experiments, 

all the images are converted to gray-level, and the sparse parameter  , the searching 

radius r  and the updating threshold   are set as 0.2, 6, and 0.125 respectively. The 

chosen kernel function is polynomial kernel ( , ) (1 )T dK x y x y   with the 

parameter 2d  . 

Jumping sequence is an example of abrupt motion. In this sequence, a man is jumping 

up and down in front of a building. But due to the limitation of the camera and the fast 

motion of the object, the blur occurs. In such case, the traditional sparse representation 

based tracking system begins to drift away after the 210th frame, and loses the object 

finally, while the proposed algorithm can track the object robustly using a more accurate 

observation model as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 5 (a). 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The Tracking Result Comparison between the Proposed Method 
(The 1st Row) and the Sparse Representation Based Tracking Method (the 

2nd Row) In Frames 2，225 and 313 of Jumping Sequence 

Deer sequence is another example. In this sequence, several deer are running 

forwardly, among which a deer is the object of tracking. Similar to the previous jumping 

sequence, the fast motion causes the blur and becomes the barrier to robust tracking. The 

sparse representation based tracking begins to drift just after several frames, while the 

proposed method can stably and robustly track during the whole period, as shown in 

Figure 3 and Figure 5 (b). 
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Figure 3. The Tracking Result Comparison between the Proposed Method 
(The 1st Row) and the Sparse Representation Based Tracking Method (The 

2nd Row) In Frames 2，26 and 63 of Deer Sequence 

In Lemming sequence, a lemming toy is moved in a complex scenario. In the first 

frame, due to the slow speed, the two algorithms can track the object dependently. But 

later the sparse representation based algorithm can not track from the 232nd frame due to 

the fast motion, and lost the object finally, while the proposed method can still track 

dependently and accurately as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 (c). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The Tracking Result Comparison between the Proposed Method 
(The 1st Row) and the Sparse Representation Based Tracking Method (The 

2nd Row) In Frames 231，232 and 363 of Lemming Sequence 

The quantitative comparison between the previous two algorithms is to compare the 

center location error in pixels as in Figure 5.  
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       a. Jumping                         b. Deer                     c. Lemming 

Figure 5. The Quantitative Comparison of the Proposed Method (Red Line) 
With the Sparse Representation Based Tracking Method (Blue Line) On 

Jumping (A), Deer (B) and Lemming (C) Respectively 
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5. Conclusions 

In the scenario of fast motion and blur, the performance of the sparse representation 

based visual tracking is not satisfactory. To improve performance, a kernel sparse 

representation based visual tracking is proposed, which has the following three 

characteristics: (1) The kernel trick is used to represent the non-linear relation between the 

candidate and templates in the scenario of fast motion and blur. (2) The APG algorithm is 

used to optimize the target function. (3) A simple strategy is used to update the target 

templates with the error rate. Experiments on three representative image sequences 

showed the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm comparing with the traditional sparse 

representation based visual tracking method in the scenarios of fast motion and blur. In 

the future, we will further improve the time efficiency of the kernel sparse representation 

based tracker.  
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